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THE PRESIDENT 

BRENT SCOWCROFT 

Chinese Representation Issue 
in the Olympics 

The Canadian government's decision to set conditions on the ROC's 
participation in the Montreal Olympics has again revived the China 
representation issue, this time pitting the roc against a host 
government. The decision, although portrayed by the Canadian 
government as consistent with its recognition of the PRC as the 
government of Cl:.: r:a and not in violation of its obligations as host 
to the Olympics, v;as in part prompted by several strong approaches 
from the PRC over the past nine months.· Both Prime Minister 
Trudeau and External Affairs lv1inister MacEachen have st~adfastly . 
maintained Canada's position and argued that they have not\ •. caved in 
to PRC p·ressure, but only yielded to their 11 own foreign'poTicy. 11 

Lord Killanin protested the decision as violating the obligations 
Canada undertook as host of the Olympics to admit all members who 
were in good standing. He also stated that Canada 1 s decision set a 
dangerous precedent. 

The IOC claims to be the supreme authority during the period of the 
games and holds that any action involving nomenclature of Olympic 
committees, flags or anthems is its perogative. tfrgnada, however, 
maintains it agreed to admit for participation in/games athletes 
representing all national Olympic committees recognized by the IOC 
only 11 in accordance with normal procedures. 11 

Background 

For the past twenty years at least, the ROC has been a member of 
the IOC and eligible to participate in the Olympics. With the exception 
of the 1952 and 1960 Rome games, its athletes have competed under the_ 
name of the Republic of China, most recently at Munich in 1972 and 
lnnsbruck in 1976, even though Austria has diplomatic relations with 
the People's Republic of China. 
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As far as we can determine from conflicting sources, both the 
ROC and the PRC for a number of years had national Olympic 
comrnittees and were members of the IOC. The PRC withdrew 
frmn the 1956 Jvlelbourne gan"'les without competing and t'-len in 

z 

1958 left the IOC in protest over Taiwan's participation. At the 
Rome games in 1960. the IOC apparently ruled that the ROC 
Olyn:.pic Comm.ittee would be known officially as the ''Olympic 
Committee, Republic of China'' but that in c:ompetition the team 
would be designated the 11 Chinese Republic of Formosa.'' The ROC 
acquiesced by participating under protest. The ROC flag was flown 
and national anthem played when a ROC national won a silver medal. 

The PRC All-China Sports Federation has recently pressed forward 
its campaign to gain recognition from the IOC as the Chinese National 
Olympic Committee and to.have the ROC expelled. The PRC has won 
m.emb~rship in 8 major Olympic sports federations at the expense of 
the ROC, but the ROC retains membership in 17. Both countries now 
meet the technical requirements for Olympic participation-- member
ship in at least 5 of these Olympic federations. The IOC to date has 
been reluctant to admit the PRC at the expense of the ROC. It decided 
in lvtay 1975 not to rule on the PRC's April application for membership, 
pending a report by an IOC study team headed by Lord Killanin. The 
issue is still under consideration. \ 

""' In the midst of the current controversy the PRC has intensified its 
lobbying efforts by sending a letter to the IOC and dispatching a 
delegation-- apparently of observers --to Montreal, which has 
reportedly already arrived. 

Current Situation 

A decision will have to be taken soon if the issue is to be resolved 
before the scheduled opening of the Olympics on July 17. Killanin, 
working informally with the IOC Executive Council. may be able to· 
reach a compromise with the Canadian Government, which would 
then be ratified by the fullJOC. Or the IOC as a whole may have to 

__ decide the issue without such a compromise during its scheduled 
July 13-15 meeting. A complicating factor is an Executive Cou.ncil 
agenda iten1.. which lists China under applications for new membership. 
This could reopen the question of PRC participation in the Olympics in 
the Council's first meeting on July 10. ---. ;!',..•:,,. ' ;: ·'' . ' 
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It is difficult to predict whether and how the issue will be resolved. 
The IOC might be able to work out a compromise with Canada patterned 
after the 1960 Olyr:npics or the Executive Council and the IOC might vote 
on the PR C 1 s application for membership. Although in theory members 
of the IOC are :r:ot meant to be advocates of their own governments 1 

policies, both tLe Executive Council and the full IOC are weighted 
heavily in favor of those recognizing the PRC should the vote fall along 
national lines. In any case, United States influence over the decision is 
limited -- we are not members of the Executive Council and have only 
Z votes in the IOC. 

U.S. Position 

In the fifties and early sixties, we lobbied extensively to uphold the 
ROC's pos1tion in the Olympics. However, in recent years as well as in 
the current dispute, the United States Government has taken a low key 
position. We have stated our regret over the increasing politicization 
of international sports events whenever questions concerning participation 
by politically sensitive countrie,s (China, Israel, South Africa) arise and 
are sympathetic to efforts of AmericpitiH\~.§ctPibb ~Horts bodies that wish 
to minimize such politicization. But ;sports events is an issue to be 
decided by the various US private sports groups and international sports 
bodies. We have not undertaken any intergovernmental lobbying efforts 
• I 
m recent years. .. \ 

' -- ... 

Options 

Our options in regard to the Montreal Games are: 

Option 1 - }.1aintain our prbcipled but low key position. 

Option 2 -More active verbal support by the State Department or 
White House for the principle that the Olympics should 
be insulated from politics. 

The USOC has sought more positive USG support for itsposition. We 
could continue to be flexible on the issue of ROC participation in the 
Olympics but state to the USOC, and let it be known publicly; that we 
believe any host government should live_ up to the terms of reference 
it accepted from the IOC to host the games. 
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More active USG public opposition to the politicization of the 
Olympics at this time would better position us to lend support to our 
athletes and those £ron1 other countries in the 1980 games \Yhen we expect 
political problems to arise with the USSR as the host country. Such 
public support, 'l.owever, has the disadvantage of creating the appearance 
that we are unnEcessarily tangling 'vvith the PR C, an appearance we wish to 
avoid. \Ve v;ould also have to take issue, at least implicitly, with Canada. 

Option 3. Go beyond a public statement and lobby with Canada and other 
governments in support of the U.S. Olympic Committee and 
IOC positions. 

This action would mark a significant shift from our policy of leaving these 
matters in private hands. The shift would prompt misleading and unhelpful 
speculation about changes in our China policy. Moreover, lobbying at this 
late date is not likely to be effective. 

Recommendation 

The State Department recommends that at least initially, we should 
continue to take the first option. This position holds out the greatest 
promise for insulating our policy toward China from public controversy 
at a sensitive time. It is also consistent with the position the United States 
has taken on numerous occasions that participation in international sports 
events is purely a private matter. 

I believe we should adopt option 2. The current case is the first 
in \Vhich a host government has attempted to interfe:rewith the decision 
of the IOC and it will set a precedent for the 1980 Moscow games. We 
should make it clear that the U.S. Gove:::nment does not take a position 
as to whether the ROC should or should not be in the Olympics; this 
question is for the IOC to decide. We should, however, avoid lobbying 
the Canadian Government. 
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WHITE HOUSE STATEMENT 

ent 1s in full agreten~ w!~~-~1':-~ -
Resolution essing the sense ;~J+the Senate in -,;~upport 

./ 

of freedom of the 'press .at.- -the Olyrppic game~_ .. , He is pleased 
, ,.A~~ · / 

~tl}at representatiy_es"'"of Radio F~Europe/Radio Lib~rty 
/'tYfJ-1 ~~JltiiM~JWf ~- l-

are/being ·a~e e. dited to cover ;he oiympics a~ ~m~~m 
~y;:J~~ agencie~ -· 4~ 

have always regarded 
~»R Americans~• z?iw?ca t~ the Olympics as an inspiring 

sports drama which belongs t~ the people of the world. The 

President believes that the freedom of everyone to hear this 

drama take place should n~t be curtailed. The President and 

the American people would be very disturbed by any attempt 

to introduce political issues ±»±N which would interfere with 

normal coverage of the games by these radi~ organizations or 

other duly accredited media in their coverage of the Olympic 

games. 

• 
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I commend the members o 

I 
I 
~he United States Olympic 

Committee who worked so h rd with concerned members of 

Olympic Committees of other Nations and the International 

Olympic Committee to resolve the issue of the Republic of 

China's participation in the 1976 Olympic Games. 

While I regret that a final compromise could not be 

achieved, I am gratified that the International Olympic 

Committee upheld the fundamental principle of the Olympics 

which prohibits discrimination against nations or 

individuals on grount's of race, religion or politics. 

I am also gratifi d that the Montreal Games will go on 

and that the superb athletes from all over the world will 

have the opportunit to compete in these historic contests. 

all political inter erence with athletic events like the 

Olympics, which adv nee international cooperation and 

goodwill. 



WHITE HOUSE STATEMENT 

The President is in full agreement wi th~._tl:le~-senate .... 
,~.II' • "' . .,.~·r 

Resolution expressing the sense ~f~-the Senate in JHfpport 
_..,................ 1) 

of freedom of the ·press at.-~tfie Olympic games.. He is pleased 
,,,.-·' 

that representatives/;.f Radio Free Eurqpe/Radio Liberty 
Jl;.ilfft ~~~,.~/~·/ 

are \:dng a e~edited to cover the Olympics as mmcmhm~m 
news agencies. 

have always regarded 
~RK Americans~K~~xe/xegaEa the Olympics as an inspiring 

sports drama which belongs to the people of the world. The 

President believes that the freedom of everyone to hear this 

drama take place should not be curtailed. The President and 

the American people would be very disturbed by any attempt 

to introduce political issues x»±~ which would interfere with 

normal coverage of the games by these radio organizations or 

other duly accredited media in their coverage of the Olympic 

games. 

.. 
~~ ~ltv:- ~.te.. ~ ... 
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~oy rcnccocu M-1·11C~ · 
TO U\.l.n ; :·,'1.. r u '1..'1..'1..1': 

~RP SPORTS WRITER 

r10tHREfH. (AP) - THE !NT:ERNJHlO:Nfll.. ULYMPlC COMMITTEE MINTED rRIOAY 

THAT iHE S.tHH1ER 0LYKPI C UFIME5 KIGHT BE- CANCELlED IF A SETTLEMENT I 5 

NOT REACHED HLTH£ CCHiTR09'£RSRY-HlVOLVlNG THE ifiiWANE.SE TERM. 

THE IOC ACTED AS THE BULK OF THE IAIWAN TEAM WAS BARRED FROM 

ENTERING CANADA. nUCH OF THE TERM WAS IN BoSTON WITH THE REMAINING 

ATHLETES' COACHES AND OFFICIALS IN ~ETRDIT OR EN ROUTE THERE. 

UNDER PRESSURE FROM MAINLAND CHINA (THE ?EOPLEis REPUBLIC OF CHINA,) 

THE CANADIAN GOVERNMENT HRS SAID IT WILL NOT ALLOW THE TAIWANESE TO 
ENTER THE GAMES USING THE NAME ''REPUBLIC OF CHINR.iJ 

LORD KILLRNBH; PRESIDENT OF TJ.:r£-·IOCJ CRLL£'0 A HURRIED MEETING OF THE 

TRIPARTITE COMKISSIDN' NHICH CONSfSTS OF THE THREE VICE PRESIDENTS OF 

THE 10(: AND REPRESENTATIVES OF THE HHERNfiTONfiL SPORTS FEDERATIONS 

rmr;. NAT I ON AI.. .{h .. ¥MP'l.C CC•JIHH TTEE.S! 
' :-d :0_,, •• -,~~-,~:,. :<:_:,,, 

}f"sTATEt1ENT ISSUED AFTERWRR!) SAIC A- !1EETHHi WOULD BE SOUGHT WITH THE 

CANADIAN GOVERNMENT. 

''"IN fiN ENDERVOJt::THRT THIS SHtitit:.ti::·NOT REWL 1: IN THE l Ut: HA\'INGd'iO 

fl~TERNATIV£ BU..~TD;;.-CFfNCEl. THE~·fifiMES OF -THE XXI ULYMPIAO!! THE· 

T~IPARTITE Coit~l~.?l.DN Is suPF-riRJ:I:NG-:-tMMEttiRT£- Ft'RTHE~ TfiLK.S WITH 

CANADI fiJI~ fiUTHORl. TIES AND fil.SO WITH REPRESENTATIVES OF THE KEP:US.L.I C OF 
,;,.,.,., 

CHINA NATlDNAL.0LYMPlt CDMMITitE'''~IT SAID. 
~-~ 

''THE COMMISSION UNAMINOUSI..Y CONDEMNED THE ATTITUDE OF THE CANADIAN 

GOVERNMENTJ WHICH HAS OPPOSED THE ENTRY OF ff TERM OF A NATIONAL 

OLYMPIC COMMITTEE UNDER THE NAM£-b0(Y ~tt~~NIZ£0 BY THE IOC, THUS 

BREACHING THE AGREEMEJI~T GIVEN FORMfH.:L y· TO THE l 0(; WHEN THE CFiNfiDI fiN 

GG\'ERNMEt-tT SUPPORTED MoNTREAL's A~PLICATlCiN -TO HOLO THE UL YMPIC 

Gruu:s. j' 
R SPOKESMAN FOR-THE IDC SAID REPORTS-OF-:RN~IMPENDING SETTLEMENT 

CDKPL.ETEL Y WITHOUT FOUNDftTI C1N. HE Sfl I 0 NO FOR~WL.fl HRO BEEN ORRWN UP ..,, ... 

TO SUGGEST THE REPUBLIC OF CHINR-~TAIWAR) -TEAM CHANGE ITS NAME FIT THE 

OlYMPICS OR MARCH IN THE OPENING--C~REMONY WITHOUT ITS NATIONAL "FLAG • ... 
'nEA~JWH I LE ~ 25 MEMBERS OF THE tfrBH~}i -TEfiM J BfiRREO FROM ENTERING 

CANADfi BUT SEEKING TRRHH NG FRCl (IT! ES 1 N THE £\o'ENT THEY fiRE ALLOWED 

TO JOIN THE GAMESJ fiRRIVED IN BoSTON AFT£~ A FLIGHT FROM DETROIT. 

HANG Hsu oF THE !NTERNATI crNAL :·ot.:vr:u=·z c t:oMMITTEE FoR T RHHHi:t TOLD R 

NEWS AH AI I':F·ORT CONFERENCE TH.fiT ~tHE.- TERM -~EN.T TO BosTON • •E:ECBUSE WE 

DON;T HAVE THE FACILITIES IN VETROIT~ -THIS IS THE BIG CITY. BoSTCm HAS 
. .,... . - -. - .. '" --. ·--- --- - ' . -- -- - .. -

BETTER FAC l L I Tl £5 FOR US. ! HI 5 IS .AN EMERGENCY CASE. '·· 

THROUGH AN INTERf·RETER; MSU SAto:- ., 'THE MttST HfPORTANT THING IS THAT 

WE CftNNOT GET A VI SA I ~HCt CANffDFi:-1·1 

Hsu SAID TERM MiH"cfiLE WAS SUFFERU~G FROM -THE- DISPUTE. ''i=JE THINK THRT 

ALL THIS DlSTURBfiNCE BEFORE TME-iAM£5 15 SERIOUSLY INFLUENCING OUR 

EFFORT; ~~ENTAL CONDITION AND ALSO THE FiiY5lCAL 
~ . 

CONDITION~·· HE SAID. 

TAKEN TO AN ffiRPORT HOTEL. 

~f).J:.YMPI C ATHt:£T£S.~ AND OFFTClti.L-~.OK~ . .Jitt:. "OTHE"R NRUiUlS:-fiR£ SEHHi 

RllKITTED TO CrtN,RD~A: WITH fn£-N-U:t."'C.::taRoS-.--::&ut..:....:t.-H.E CfUIRDl'RN. Gti1iERNMENT".,....1 S 
-o£:MFfHOI NG VI SB~;:.RCH·f·· THE---TA! WRN.£SE1--- ft. FOR:rtiN- -KINl.StRY~'5fini\'l::SMRif: Hi 

.. &;t,TlfWFf SAID• 
u~;§C:.·~·~ { • 

~£. S.POKES.Mft~:$Wtlr:::nvERAC:JfF.!.'~-:ta~~'£.'t"ES:"' .. NRO-fHHJ''1'lflff."R£tt IN 

Los .ANGELES HAD RP'Pt.I ED THER£-f'-Ot::~:vl"SHS.-:l.lJ:fiCl-LHF!D .. NOT BEEN ACTED 

~ttrt.ClN ~, P E H D nJ G . RES 0 L l.l T ! 0 N 0 F , tJfE..:..lil.S~i?lffg·:: 

.~1~Eu n7-u9· 

r 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

July 16, 1976 

MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

RON NESSEN 

DAVE GERGEN~ 

OLYMPIC STATEMENT 

Pursuant to our discussion this date, here 
is a possible statement for the President for this 
afternoon to follow up on the apparent withdrawal 
of the Tai~anese team. 

cc: Jim Cannon 
Dick Cheney 
Brent Scowcroft 

• 



(Gergen) July 16, 1976 

Draft Statement by the President 

It is extremely regrettable that a political cloud 

has cast such a dark shadow over this year's Olympica. 

This has been unfair not only to the athletes from 

the Republic of China but to those from all other 

nations represented in Montreal. 

I am pleased that most of the young men and 

women who have trained so long for these events 

will atill be able to compete, but I hope that the 

nations of the world will now take a common vow: 

never again should politics be allowed to undermine 

the great traditions of the Olympic games • 

• 



The 77 members of the International Olympic 
Committee meet at 2 p.m. today to ratify or reject the 
decision by its Executive Committee to accept Canada's 
ban of Taiwan. 

Possible Presidential actions before the IOC 
meeting: 

1. Make a public appeal to the officers and 
members of the International Olympic Committee 
to reaffirm its own stated principle of 
permitting all Olympic athletes to compete 
regardless of race, religion or politics. 
(Draft statement attached). 

Possible Presidential actions after the IOC 
meeting, if Taiwan is barred from the_games: 

1. Request that the United States Olympic 
Committee participate in the games under a 
formal protest against the host country's 
exclusion of Taiwan. 

2. Request that Secretary Simon cancel his 
trip to the games. Simon is not an official 
representative, but he is a former member of 
the u.s. Olympic Committee, and he is the most 
prominent Administration official who will attend. 

3. Formally direct the U.S. Ambassador to Canada 
not to attend. 

4. Request the u.s. Olympic Committee to with~raw 
from the games because of the Canadian Govern
ment's actions in violating its contract as host 
country to the Olympics, and beware of the 
precedent it would set that any future host 
country could bar athletes for political reasons. 



DRAFT 

A fundamental principle of the Olympic games, 

written into its bylaws, is that "no discrimination 

(in the Olympic games} is allowed against any country 

or person on the grounds of race, religion or politics." 

I ca~l upon the officers and members of the 

International Olympic Committee to uphoid this fundamental 

principle that the games be open to all qualified athletes. 

I believe that all nations should now stand together 

to reaffirm the right of any qualified athlete or group 

of athletes to compete freely in international Olympics 

competition. 

• 



T ehtphone call from the 
Olympic Committee (not 

/ 
~--"'"'"'). 
\} : 10 

President to Philip Krumm, President oj. the US .. ) 
a member ofthe Executive Committee)( 7-8 M1;J, 

The President told Krumm that he depolores the injection of international 
politics into Olyp1pic athletic competiotion. The President a1 so said that this 
has bee arne a compe1t~on among natians rather than a competion amorg Olympic 
athletes. He has requested cM:r. Krumm to let him know the results of fra•&er 

c.rettons. 't'he fail cunnnittee n ill • ef!e e~~: • ¥ developments relating to the 
controversy. \_ 

0..\\ 
.("',~ 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

February 10, 1976 

ADDITIONAL OLYMPIC TEAM WINNERS WHOM THE 
PRESIDENT SENT TELEGRAMS TO: 

CM 

Bronze Medal winner in the men's 500 meter 
speed skating - Daniel Immerfall 

Bronze Medal winners in the ice dancing 
competition - James Millns and Coleen O'Connor 



046 INTL TDWX GOVT WHITE HOUSE DC FEB 
INT MISS SHEILA YOUNG, DLR DONT DWR 
C/0 UNITED STATES OLYMPIC DELEGATION 
OLYMPIC VILLAGE, BUILDING NUMBER 2 
INNSBRUCK, (AUSTRIA> 

YOUR OUTSTANDING SUCCESS IN THREE EVENTS OF THE WOMENS SPEED 
SKATING COMPETITION HAS THRILLED MILLIONS OF AMERICANS AND MUST 
BE A SOURCE OF GREAT PERSONAL PRIDE FOR YOU. I KNOW I CAN SPEAK 
FOR ALL YOUR FELLOW COUNTRYMEN IN EXTENDING WARMEST 
CONGRATULATIONS FOR YOUR MEDAL WINNING PERFORMANCES AND FOR THE 
SPORTSMANSHIP WITH WHICH YOU ARE REPRESENT! NG THE TRUE SPIRIT OF 
THE OLYMPIC MOVEMENT. 

GERALD R. FORD 



047 INTL TDWX GOVT WHITE HOUSE DC FEB 9 
INT MISS LEAH POULOS, DLR DONT DWR 
C/0 UNITED STATES OLYMPIC DELEGATION 
OLYMPIC VILLAGE, BUILD! NG NUMBER 2 
lNNSBRUCK, <AUSTRIA> 

~::1r f'=~ 9 PM 6 37 
1.1 i) ~:.) 

YOUR SUCCESS IN THE WOMENS 1000 METER SPEED SKATING COMPETITION 
HAS THRILLED f1ILLI ONS OF AMERICANS AND MUST BE A SOURCE OF 
GREAT PERSONAL PRIDE FOR YOU. I KNOW THAT I CAN SPEAK FOR ALL 
YOUR FELLOW COUNTRYMEN IN EXTENDING WARMEST CONGRATULATIONS 
FOR YOUR MEDAL WINNING PERFORMANCE AND FOR THE SPORTSMANSHIP 
WITH WHICH YOU ARE REPRESENTING THE TRUE. SPIRIT OF THE 
OLYMPIC MOVEMENT. 

GERALD R. FORD 

ACCEPTED 
00044 THRU 00047 
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044 I NTL TDWX GOVT WHITE HOUSE DC FEB 9 
INT MR. WILLIAM KOCH, DLR DONT DWR 
C/0 UNITED STATES OLYMPIC DELEGATION 
OLYMPIC VILLAGE, 8 UI LDI NG NUMBER 2 
INNSBRUCK, <AUSTRIA> 

1976 FEG 9 PM 6 36 

YOUR SUCCESS IN THE 30 KILOMETER CROSS COUNTRY COMPETITION HAS 
THRILLED MILLIONS OF AMERICANS AND MUST BE A SOURCE OF GREAT 
PERSONAL PRIDE FOR YOU. I KNOW THAT I CAN SPEAK FOR ALL YOUR 
FELLOW COUNTRYMEN IN EXTENDING WARMEST CONGRATULATIONS FOR 
YOUR MEDAL WINNING PERFORMANCE AND FOR THE SPORTSMANSHIP WITH 
WHICH YOU ARE REPRESENTING THE TRUE SPIRIT OF THE OLYMPIC 
MOVEMENT. 

• 
GERALD R. FORD 



045 INTL TDWX GOVT WHITE HOUSE DC FEB 9 
lNT MISS CINDY NELSON, DLR DONT DWR 
C/0 UNITED STATES OLYMPIC DELEGATION 
OLYMPIC VILLAGE, BUILDING NUMBER 2 
INNSBRUCK, CAUSTRIA> 

,-.,, F~3 9 PM 6 35 
;) 10 '-

YOUR SUCCESS IN THE WOMENS DOWNHILL HAS THRILLED MILLIONS OF 
AMERICANS AND NUST BE A SOURCE OF GREAT PERSONAL PRIDE FOR YOU. 
I KNOW THAT I CAN SPEAK FOR ALL YOUR FELLOW COUNTRYMEN IN 
EXTENDING WARMEST CONGRATULATIONS FOR YOUR MEDAL WINNING 
PERFORMANCE AND FOR THE SPORTSMANSHIP WITH WHICH YOU ARE 
REPRESENTING THE TRUE SPIRIT OF THE OLYMPIC MOVEMENT. 

BEST WISHES. IN THE UPCOMING EVENTS. 

GERALD R. FORD 



--------~--~--

FOR I~EDIATE RELBASE JULY 10, 19 76 

OFFICE OF THE l~lHI'J.'E HOUSE PRESS SECRETARY 
( P lat'tRb'lrgh , t~ ew_..;;.Y..;.o..;.r.;..k;..;.) _________ _ 

THE t\'IHITE HOUSE 

REMARKS OF THE PRESIDENT 
TO THE 

UNITED STATES OLYMPIC TEAM 

NEW YORK STATE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE 
OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 

3 : 4 8 P • M. EDT 

Phil Kru~~, my former colleague in the House of 
Representatives Bob McKuen, Colonel Miller, Reverend St. 
Pierre, Willie Davenport, members, coaches, trainers, 
doctors, administrators of the United States Olympic Team; 
ladies and gentlemen of the Plattsburgh area: 

It is really a great privilege and a very high 
honor t~ have the opportunity to be here in Plattsburgh 
and to participate in the ceremony where all of you are 
taking off for Montreal. 

I do wish to thank the coaches and participants 
who I had the chance and pleasure of meeting this after
noon. But, let me congratulate all 400 or 500 of you for 
the accomplishment and the achievement of making the 
American Olympic Team in 1976. 

On behalf cf all Americans -- 215 million Af 
us -- good luck and God bless you. 

You have worked hard, you have competed against 
the very best, and you have earned the right to represent 
the United States in Montreal in a very few days. 

Let me say that from every indication I get, 
we are going to do darn well in Montreal. 

As long as I can remember, I have been one that 
read newspapers, books, magazines, about the American 
Olympic Team; never was a good enough athlete to compete 
or make the Olympic Team, but it has meant a lot to 
me to see the achievements and accomplishments of the 
American Olympians over the years. 

MORE 

, 



Page 2 

A few days ago a good friend of mine sent me a book 
that is the history of the Olympic Games, from the very 
beginning up through 1972. It is written, or was originally 
by a great sports writer out in California named Bill Henry, 
who was a very close and dear friend of mine, and his daughter 
brought it up to date just a few months ago. But this book 
is filled with famous names. It is filled with individual 
achievements and team records. Willie Davenport's name is in 
it for 1968, when he was number one in the 110-meter high 
hurdle. 

It is a book that shows that the United States 
over the years has done extremely well in the Olympics. As 
this book also shows, every four years the competition gets 
tougher and tougher, and the problems more rugged, the 
individuals tougher to compete against. 

But let me say, in 1976 in Montreal, even though 
the competition is going to be tough and rugged, from competitors 
of 120-some nations, as I understand it, I am confident that 
all these fine young men and women are going to come back 
with their full share of gold, silver and bronze metals, 
and we will be very proud of them. 

If I could give a little friendly advice: Save 
enough room in your luggage to bring back that loot. You go, 
every one of you, to Montreal, with the very best wishes of 
all of the American people. 

But I think it is significant that as we entered 
this Bicentennial there was an ins?irational day just a few 
days ago, on the Fourth of July, when we celebrated our 200th 
anniversary. You could feel it where I went, in Valley Forge 
or Philadelphia, or New York, and as it was reported by the 
press nationwide, the American people seemed to have a new 
spirit. 

I think we recognize that over the last 10 years 
we have had our moments of division. We have had some dis
harmony. We have been pessimistic. But, as we went from 
the second century into the third, all throughout this country 
every one of the 50 States, there was a new spirit of harmony, 
of optimism, a spirit that I think we can all, in all honesty, 
can indicate was a rebirth of American patriotism • 

. And as every one of you go to compete in your 
respective area of excellence, I am absolutely certain that 
you will do better, because I happen to think that this 
spirit began to emerge just last winter when our Winter 
Olympic Team was in Innsbruck. 

MORE 
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There were so:u:e people who surprised some of our 
opposition. They did better than they expected. I can 
tell you the reports are that more Americans watched the 
winter Olympics than anytime ever in the history of the 
United States. ltThy? Because we believe in you. ~!Je 
believe in our country, and we want you to win, and you 
are going to win. 

We will be back in the States and you will be 
up in Canada, but you will have a hometown support by 
proxy. You are going to run, jump, shoot, ride, swim, 
box, wrestle, and you are going to have an opportunity to 
get out there and show not only us on television, but the 
other competitors, that this new American spirit really 
means something. 

It is the way to kick off our third century in 
the United States, but let meadd another dimension, a 
thought ·that I hope you will carry with you. You will be 
competing against the best from many, many lands. It will 
be a personal thrill, and I think that is something that will 
stimulate you to an even greater effort~ 

I have had the experience of talking to two very 
good friends of mine when I was in the Congress -- Ralph 
Metcalf, who finished second in the 1932 100 (meter), finished 
third in 1932 in the 200 meter, and Bob Mathias, who won 
the decathalon in 1948 and 1952. 

They, on many occasions on the floor of the House, 
talked about what a thrill it was personally to be a winner. 
But, each and every one of them in their expressions to me 
said they felt they had a special mission, and I think this 
is a broader opportunity. 

As you: represent the United States, you have a 
unique responsibility to create a better understanding 
between the people of America and our neighbors around the 
world. You have a wonderful opportunity, as you compete, 
to get better acquainted with your opposition, and I can 
say to you, you have a tremendous responsibility to serve 
the cause of peace and hold high the lamp of liberty which 
is represented by the United States of America. 

All the wonderful people of Plattsburgh and your 
fellow Americans know that you will bring to the Olympics 
the same dignity, the same dedication,the same magic blend 
of hope and talent, humility and pride, which has character
ized American Olympians and made them so successful and 
so respected over the years. 

Good luck, God bless you, and as the Olympic 
motto suggests, may all of you be swifter, higher, and 
stronger. The very best from all of us. 

END (AT 4:00 P. t-1. EDT) 



The President is sure that sports fans the world over are 

pleased that the Olympic Games are going forward as scheduled. 

He regrets the controversy which has surrounded attendance at 

these games and reiterates his conviction that politics have no 

place in the Olympic Games. Terms of participation in the 

Games should be determined solely by the International Olympic 

Committee and the role of the host country should be restricted 

to the provision of facilities for the conduct of the games. 

, 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

July 16, 1976 

MEMORANDUM FOR: RON NESSEN 

FROM: DAVE GERGEN 

SUBJECT: OLYMPIC STATEMENT 

Pursuant to our discussion this date, here 
is a possible,statement for the President for this 
afternoon to follow up on the apparent withdrawal 
of the Taiwanese team. 

cc: Jim Cannon 
Dick Cheney 
Brent Scowcroft 
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Draft Statement by the President 

It is extremely regrettable that a political cloud 

has cast such a dark shadow over this year's Olympics. 

This has been unfair not only to the athletes from 

the Republic of China but to those from all other 

nations represented in Montreal. 
-:.;;. 

I am pleased that most of the young men 

women who have trained so long for these•events 

be .able to compet~ but I hope that the 

nations of the world will now take a common vow: 

never again should politics be allowed to undermine 

the great traditions of the Olympic games. 



PRESIDENTIAL MESSAGE Draft 7/16/76 

I am pleased that the Montreal Games will begin 

tomorrow and that the athletes from all over the world 

will have the opportunity to compete in these historic 

contests. 

But I am concerned, however, that a fundamental 

principle of the Olympics, which prohibits discrimination 

against nations or individuals on grounds of race, religion 

or politics, has been severely threatened by the recent 

developments in Montreal. I strongly urge the International 

Olympic Committee to ensure that this does not happen again 

and I guarantee that all qualified Olympic teams will be welcome 

to compete at Lake Placid in 1980. 

I call upon the sportsmen of all nations to eliminate 

all political interference with athletic events like the 

Olympics, which advance international cooperation and 

goodwill. 
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PN-OLYNPICS SKED 7-14 
PICTURE 

BY BRUCE B. BAKKE 
NONTREAL CUP!> -- ATHLETES FRON TAIWAN NAY CONPETE IN THE OLYt•lPIC 

GANES WHICH OPEN SATURDAY BUT tHTHOUT USING THEIR NATIONAL NANE, 
THEIR NATION'S FLAG OR THEIR NATIONAL ANTHEM, AS PART OF A 
COHPROIHSE WORKED OUT BY THE INTERNATIONAL OLYMPIC C0~11>1ITTEE. 

IOC PRESIDENT LORD KILLANIN ANNOUNCED TUESDAY THE GROUP FROH 
TAIWAN WAS DISCUSSING THE CONPRONISE. KILLANIN INDICATED HE EXPECTED 
THE PLAN WOULD BE ACCEPTED ALLOWING TAH/ANESE ATHLETES THE 
OPPORTUNITY TO Cm1PETE IN fHE GAI"lES FOR WHICH THEY HAVE TRAINED FOR 
YEARS. 

THE CANADIAN GOVERNHENT, WHICH RECOGNIZES THE PEKING REGIME AS THE 
OFFICIAL GOVERNMENT OF CHINA, REFUSED TO ALLOW THE TAIWAN ATHLETES TO 
ENTER USING THE NAME REPUBLIC OF CHINA. 

KILLANIN SAID THERE WAS "UNANINOUS CONDENNATION" OF CANADA AT 
TUESDAY'S IOC MEETING. _ _ 

PHILIP KRUftlM.1 U.s. OLY~1PIC C0~1NITTEE PRESIDENT, WAS INSTRU~1ENTAL 
IN GETTING THE TAIWAN GROUP TO ACCEPT THE CONPRONISE PROPOSAL. 
•HOPEFULLY1 WE CAN NOW RESOLVE THIS DISPUTE SO THE ATHLETES, ALL OF 
WHO~l HAVE TRAINED SO HARD, CAN CONPETE IN THE GAMES •" 

BUT AS ATHLETES FRGr1 AROUND THE WORLD ARRIVED AT THE ~lODERNISTIC 
"OLYNPIC VILLAGE• -- ACTUALLY A GROUP OF FOUR PYRANID-SHAPED HIGH 
RISE BUILDINGS -= ANOTHER POLITICAL SORE SPOT FESTERED. 

IT WAS REPORTED AFRICAN NATIONS WERE CONSIDERING A WALKOUT FRON 
THE GAHES IF NEW ZEALAND WAS ALLOWED TO CONPETE. AFRICAN BLOC 
NATIONS, WHICH FOUR YEARS AGO SUCCEEDED IN OUSTING RHODESIA FROH THE 
GAMES AT MUNICH .1 WERE UPSET BECAUSE NEW ZEALAND ALLOWED ITS RUGBY 
UNION FOOTBALL TEAM TO TOUR SOUTH AFRICA. 

ANOTHER REPORT CIRCULATED THAT BLACKS ON THE u.s. TEAM HAD BEEN 
ASKED TO SUPPORT AN AFRICAN BOYCOTT. BUT BLACK I1ENBERS OF THE u.s. 
BOXING TEAM 1 WHICH ARRIVED TUESDAY, SAID THEY HAD NOT BEEN CONTACTED. 

HEAVYWEIGHT BOXER JOHN TATE OF KNOXVILLE, TENN., SAID, "I CANE 
HERE TO WIN A GOLD MEDAL. I DID NOT COME HERE TO BOYCOTT. I'VE BEEN 
TRAINING 19 MONTHS TO FIGHT IN THE GAtlES. NOW THAT I HAVE A CHANCE, 
I'M NOT GOING TO BOYCOTT.n 

KILLANIN SAID THE AFRICA-NEW ZEALAND SITUATION HAD NOT BEEN 
DISCUSSED AT TUESDAY'S IOC ~lEETING. 

TANZANIA ALREADY HAS PULLED OUT OF THE GANES TO PROTEST THE TOUR 
BY THE NEW ZEALAND RUGBY TEAM,, WHICH MEANT FILBERT BAYI -- ONE OF 
THE WORLD'S TOP MILERS -- WILL BE UNABLE TO COrtPETE AGAINST NEW 
ZEALAND'S JOHN WALKER. 

WALKER SAID, "I'M VERY DISAPPOINTED. I THINK MILLIONS OF PEOPLE 
AROUND THE WORLD WOULD HAVE LIKED TO SEE OUR CLASH." 

DUPLICATE TO B-WIRE POINTS 
UPI 07-14 03:47 AED 
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Pr1-0LYt·lPICS-TAIWAN 7-14 
BY DIANE Y ING 

TAIPEI .1 TAIWAN CUP!) -- A NATIONAL OLYMPIC CO~lMITTEE OFFICIAL SAID 
TODAY NATIONALIST CHINESE ATHLETES WOULD PULL OUT OF THE MONTREAL 
GAt1ES RATHER THAN ACCEPT AN "INSULTING" INTERNATIONAL OLYt-lPIC 
COHNITTEE PROPOSAL TO COtlPETE WITHOUT A NANE. 

NIU PING-YIH, SECRETARY GENERAL OF THE CmlMITTEE, SAID THE 
PROPOSAL WAS "A DISCRIMINATION AGAINST ROC <REPUBLIC OF CHINA) WHICH 
CLEARLY VIOLATES THE OLYMPIC SPIRIT." 

IOC PRESIDENT LORD KILLANIN SUGGESTED A NEW COMPRONISE TUESDAY, 
ASKING THE TAIWAN TEAt·l TO COMPETE WITHOUT A NA~lE AND MARCH BEHIND THE 
OLYNPIC FLAG RATHER THAN TAIWAN'S NATIONAL STANDARD. 

"THERE IS NO WAY WE WOULD ACCEPT IT," NIU SAID. "IT IS AN INSULT, 
NOT_A COMPROMISE." _ _ 

HE SAID THE TAIIJAN WOULD NOT CONPETE UNLESS THE TEA~l COULD £-lARCH 
BEHIND ITS NATIONAL STANDARD. 

NIU SAID A FORt1AL STATEtrlENT OF WITHDRAWAL WILL BE ISSUED ONLY 
AFTER CONFIRMATION FROM THE TAIWAN DELEGATION IN MONTREAL. 

HE SAID THE IOC HAS COMPLETELY GIVEN IN TO CANADA'S THREE DEMANDS 
-- THAT TAIWAN'S TEA~l NOT CONPETE UNDER ITS FOR~lAL TITLE OF THE 
REPUBLIC OF CHINA AND NOT USE ITS NATIONAL FLAG OR ANTHEM DURING THE 
1976 SUMMER GAMES. 

"HO~J COULD YOU CALL THIS ONE-SIDED CAPITULATION A COHPROMISE?" HE 
SAID. _ 

NIU SAID, HOWEVER, TAIWAN'S WITHDRAWAL FROM THE OLY~lPIC GAMES 
WOULD NOT AFFECT ITS t1Et·1BERSHIP IN THE VARIOUS INTERNATIONAL SPORTS 
FEDERATIONS. 

THE WITHDRAWAL, HE SAID, IS A PROTEST AGAINST THE •uNFAIR 
POLITICAL PRESSURE" FROrl CANADA. 

"ROC IS AND WILL REt>lAIN A GOOD ~lEMBER OF THE IOC," HE SAID. "WE 
WILL CONTINUE TO FIGHT FOR THE OLYt,1PIC PRINCIPLE, WHATEVER LITTLE IT 
HAS LEFT •" 

UPI 01-14 04:29 AED 



July 14, 1976 ( 11:00 am) 

Analysis of telephone calls, telegrams and letters regarding 
the President's statement regarding the ICC's decision to 
accept Canada's conditions regarding Olympic competition by 
the Republic of China. 

Sq? /J 

~ Urged the President to withdraw U.S. participation 
~ from the Games, if the Republic of China can not 
--tOift- 7~J-. compete under its own name and banner (most seemed 
~~ to believe the President had the authority to do so). 

~ , :: -1{ C{il~Mo~i~;)>? issue. 

&f- ra, Recommended that the u.s. compete if the Republic 
~ 4P 1~ of China could not compete under its own name, but 
~ issue strong protest to the ICC. 

~ - ~ Urged the U.S. not to withdraw from the Garnes. 

4 Criticized the President for further politicizing 
the Olympics. 

1 j.d)~~ MY-t~ 4<r ~ 
Ln1-~ ~ 
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I was sorry that I could not visit Lake 
Placid l-ihen I -was in Hont.real but as you wilL·:;· 
appreciate 1 was somewhat busy ! · . .: 

I 81!t e."l:Xious to ma.1(e a visitp ""-bi.c.h ·t hop~·::
to b~ able to do during \-:inter, wh~n I l:<Ou1.d be :f: 
able to judge the conditions,. as one- of t:he 
~~jor coneerns is access. 

lie shall be. receiving a full Teporf:: f1:om . ._._ .. 
H.ontrea:l end there will doubtless be some usefu~-:~·~· 
info:cmation which roilY \{"ell. affect and assist the_ 

.. 

1980 Hinter Games... Howaver :r there are one or . .. .. . ·. 
two import!Qt points :- .. ··..-:::> -: -·,·: · 

· .. 
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